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Abstract: Using cognitive architectures to analyse the usability of human-computer interfaces is an extensively investigated strategy. A particularly powerful way to perform such analysis is through syndetic modelling, where both the interface and the chosen cognitive model are described in the same specification framework, allowing the combined behaviour of the two to be analysed. This paper proposes LOTOS as a syndetic modelling language. We highlight four reasons why syndetic modelling is so difficult and show how the LOTOS notation addresses each of the four.
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1 Introduction

The next generation of human-computer interfaces will be extremely complex, incorporating sophisticated interaction mechanisms, such as gestural and multi-modal interaction. Furthermore, it is clear that if these interaction mechanisms are used in an unconstrained manner interfaces can be developed which are very difficult to use. As an illustration [DBMD95] shows how the combination of mouse-based pointing gestures and spoken phrases in the MATIS system [NC95] is not as effective as expected due to the demands of competing cognitive resources.

Thus, there is a clear need to assess how cognitively demanding particular interaction tasks are. The standard approach to such assessment is to construct a prototype system implementation and perform user trials. However, this is both time consuming and expensive. Thus, along with many others, we consider how cognitive models can be used in making such an assessment.

A powerful approach to such assessment is to describe both the interface and the chosen cognitive model in the same notation and then analyse the cognitive behaviour in the context of the particular interface. The term syndetic modelling has been used to describe such combined specification and analysis [DBMD95].

However, such an integrated approach to specification and analysis is very demanding. In particular we can highlight the following four major difficulties:

1. General Specification Principles
A description notation which is appropriate for modelling both the cognitive and interface behaviour must be identified. The key to such a quest is to locate "general" structuring and interaction paradigms (i.e. means to structure systems into components and mechanisms by which components can interact).

2. Incomplete Understanding of the Cognitive
Firstly, cognitive behaviour is highly complex in nature and secondly, our understanding of it, as represented by existing cognitive architectures, is far from complete. Thus, giving a complete description of cognitive behaviour is certainly not possible and appropriate abstractions have to be employed.

3. Scalability
Although an obvious requirement, the need for scalability is without doubt critical. In particular, a full description of any non-trivial cognitive architecture will necessarily be very large and, in addition, interface behaviour can be extremely complex. Thus, syndetic specifications will certainly have two main (large) components, each of which will contain sub-components. In addressing this issue of scalability we seek specification structuring techniques which have two characteristics:

(a) Compositional. We would like to be able to build up specifications in a compositional manner by adding new components without having to break the encapsulation of existing components.

(b) Hierarchical. A major aspect that supports scalability is the ability to build up specifications in a hierarchical manner, for ex-
Example, at a particular level of decomposition, being able to wrap up a complex behaviour in a component and use the resulting component at a higher level of specification. This implies that we need to allow components to themselves be structured in terms of components. Note that some techniques fail in this respect by either being completely flat, e.g. petri nets\(^1\) or only allowing one level of component structure, e.g. (timed) automata approaches such as UPPAAL.

4. Interpretation of Results
The complexity of the cognitive and interface specifications can make it difficult to interpret the combined behaviour in a user/designer friendly manner. This is especially the case if the chosen specification notation is formal in nature, which will be the case in this paper and the user/designer is not a formal methods expert. To resolve this problem, techniques are required for systematically hiding parts of specifications. Thus, enabling only the points of behaviour that are relevant to a particular analysis to be seen.

LOTOS. This paper does not claim that all these requirements can be fully realised with the current state of research, rather it strives to make a non-trivial contribution to their realisation. Our proposal in this respect is to use a process calculus as the syntactic modelling notation. From within the process calculus canon we have selected LOTOS [BB88] because it has been used relatively extensively in HCI modelling. However, its use in modelling cognitive behaviour is new.

There are many reasons for selecting LOTOS (and process calculi in general), see for example [Bow98]; here we concentrate on how it addresses the four requirements for syntactic modelling just highlighted. In fact, the body of the paper will be structured in terms of each of these requirements, each section explains how our LOTOS based approach addresses a particular requirement. However, it is important to note that the discussion here arises from a large body of work on using LOTOS to model cognitive behaviour, which is reported in [Bow98].

In addition, it is beyond the scope of this paper to give a full introduction to LOTOS. Thus, a certain knowledge of the notation is assumed. Also, throughout the paper we use a reduced LOTOS notation in order to simplify presentation. For example, gate lists are not included in process definitions.\(^1\)

ICS. The cognitive model chosen is Interacting Cognitive Subsystems (ICS) [Bar98]. [BM99] argue that the cognitive theories typically employed in HCI, e.g. the GOMS family of models, are directed towards the analysis of low-level, well specified, cognitive functions, such as predicting performance times for particular tasks and that consequently they have limited scope. In contrast, ICS attempts to provide a “unified” general purpose cognitive framework and this broad scope is crucial when modelling in interactionally rich settings as are characteristic of multimodal interfaces. In addition, there has been previous work, e.g. [DBMD95] on applying ICS in HCI, which we will build upon.

We now give a very brief review of ICS, for a complete presentation of the architecture the interested reader is referred to [Bar98].

Information Flows and Representations. The basic “data” items found in ICS are representations. This term embraces all forms of mental codes, from “patterns of shapes and colour” as found in visual sensory systems; to “descriptions of entities and relationships in semantic space” as found in semantic subsystems [Bar98]. We assume a set \( \text{Rep} \) of representations which contains a null element, denoted \( \text{null} \).

These representations are passed amongst the components of the architecture, being transformed from one code to another in each component. Thus, the architecture can be seen as an information flow model.

Subsystems. The components of the architecture are called subsystems and all subsystems have the same general format, which is shown in figure 1. Each subsystem itself contains components. For example, representations received by a subsystem are stored in the input array.

Each subsystem contains a set of transformations which take representations from the input array, apply some transformational operations to them and then relay a new (transformed) representation to a target subsystem.
Figure 2: A Reading Configuration

We do not consider the image record here, see [Bow98] for a discussion.

The Architecture. Rather than present the full ICS architecture, which would be difficult within the confines of this paper, we concentrate on a particular configuration of the architecture - a reading configuration, shown in figure 2.

Each subsystem is a specialization of the general subsystem format just highlighted. The roles of the subsystems shown are:

- **Visual (VIS)** - receives representations from the eyes encoding “patterns of shapes and colour”, i.e. light wavelength (hue) and brightness;
- **Morphonolexical (MPL)** - works with an abstract structural description of entities and relationships in sound space, i.e. lexical identities of words, their status and order;
- **Object (OBJ)** - works with an abstract structural description of entities and relationships in visual space, e.g. attributes of objects: shape and relative position;
- **Propositional (PROP)** - works with descriptions of entities and relationships in semantic space, i.e. gives semantic meaning to entities and highlights the semantic relationships between entities;

The possible transformations between subsystems are shown in figure 2.

Multiple Flows and Blending. Sources of representation flows are typically sensory subsystems, e.g. VIS. Each representation is then relayed within the architecture by the occurrence of transformations. Multiple flows can exist in the architecture at the same time.

The architecture accommodates a number of different outcomes when multiple flows are received. However, the interesting one is if an output transformation acts on a representation which is a combination of two (or more) “competing” input representations. This possibility leads to the concept of blending.

Representations from different flows can be blended to create a composite representation. However, the nature of the blending depends upon the cognitive task being considered. For example blending might only be possible if the two representations are, in some appropriate sense, consistent [Bar98].

2 General Specification Principles

Here we consider the two issues of fully general structuring and interaction principles.

2.1 Structuring

A common approach to the disciplined construction of software systems is the use of abstract well-defined structures as a way of packaging the description of system components into units that can be used as building blocks. In the area of software development this has lead to structuring principles such as schemas in Z, processes, modules and classes.

The principle structuring construct in LOTOS is the process. A process is an autonomous and concurrently evolving entity.

Each process contains a number of interaction points at which it can communicate with its environment, i.e. with the other concurrently evolving processes. We view the notion of a process as a suitably general structuring paradigm to underly syntactic modelling. This is testified to by the observation that basic components of both the cognitive architecture and the interface can be modelled as LOTOS processes, see subsection 2.3.

2.2 Interaction

Clearly in a model constructed with autonomous components a mechanism needs to be provided which enables components to interact. Furthermore, if our chosen notation is going to be appropriate this interaction paradigm must be primitive enough to underly inter-component communication in both the interface and the cognitive domain. We believe
that the process calculi interaction paradigm is sufficiently primitive.

Processes in process calculi interact by performing a synchronous rendez-vous/handshake. When both processes are ready, an atomic\(^3\) synchronisation and associated transfer of data occurs. Such primitive interactions yield the process calculus concept of an action. The primitive nature of such an interaction paradigm can be seen from the observation that more complex interaction mechanisms, such as asynchronous or shared memory communication, can be constructed from action based interaction and can thus be viewed as derived behaviour [Hoa85, MI89].

Furthermore, interaction in the cognitive domain can be constructed using the synchronous rendez-vous. Interaction in ICS is based on transformation occurrences. Such events are modelled in the LOTOS interpretation as action executions. For example, the action instance,

\[ \text{vis}_\text{obj} ? r : \text{Rep} \]

models the OBJ subsystem receiving a representation (which will be bound to the variable \(r\)) from VIS on the transformation \(\text{vis}_\text{obj}\).

2.3 Illustration

As an illustration, we offer the following examples of an interactor based interface and an ICS description in LOTOS.

- **Interface Interactors.** For the structured description of interactive software interactor models have been developed [FP90]. Interactor models form an abstract framework for the description of components within an interactive system. The generic interactor model can be specialised to focus attention on particular issues of system behaviour by embedding the basic interactor model into a particular language or modelling approach.

The LOTOS Interactor Model (LIM), describes interactor behaviour in LOTOS. It organises the actions used to describe system behaviour along three dimensions: type of action (control or information), originator (application or user side), and direction (input and output). The interactor is considered as an entity that is able to mediate between the user and the application side. It gives feedback on user generated input and it uses trigger events to indicate further input and output. An external view of a LIM-interactor is given in figure 3.

It shows the communication to the user and the application side of the interface and the triggers for input and output.

The internal view of a LIM-interactor is shown in figure 4. The structure has been based on the Computer Graphics Reference Model, but the information processed by a LIM interactor does not need to be graphical. The interactor consists of four (sub)processes. In the collection an abstract representation of the information is kept that is manipulated and represented by the interactor. The presentation part gets the abstract representation when the collection is triggered. It uses this representation to make information perceivable to the user or to pass it on to a lower-level interactor. In the measure component input from the user is collected. When this component is triggered it passes the input to the abstraction component, where it is converted into an abstract representation that can be passed on to the application or to a higher level interactor.

The following is an example of a LIM-interactor modelling the behaviour of a generic Logical Input Device (LID) [FFZ94].

\[
M := \text{im}_i; \text{me}; M \quad \ldots \quad \text{im}_j; \text{me}; M \quad \ldots
\]
The LID is specified as the parallel composition of a Measuring (M), a Presentation (P) and an Abstraction (A) component which are all specified as LOTOS processes. The actions im1 to imj model the input received by the Measure process. The actions it1 to itj model the input triggers. The action mo is the output sent by the presentation and od the output generated by the Abstraction process.

A LID is then specified as the parallel composition of the above processes appropriately synchronized with me and mc hidden:

\[
\text{LID} := \text{hide} \ me,mc \ | (P || A) | [\text{me,mc}]| M
\]

- ICS. All ICS subsystems have the same general format, which is shown in figure 1. Consequently, the LOTOS subsystem descriptions also have a general format. For example, the OBJ subsystem would be defined as:

\[
\text{OBJ}(iA:\text{inArr}...):= (\text{vis_obj}?r1:\text{Rep}; \text{exit}(...))
\]

\[
| | \text{prop_obj}?r2:\text{Rep}; \text{exit}(...)
\]

\[
| | (* \text{Input Ports} *)
\]

\[
| | (* \text{Output Ports} *)
\]

\[
>> \text{accept} \ r1, r2:\text{Rep} \ \text{in} \ \text{OBJ}(#(r1,r2,0,0,...))
\]

which uses a data structure iA to model the input array. get and tranOM are data operations which respectively get and transform the relevant element from an input array; and >> is sequential composition.

Thus, the subsystem performs all its five transformations (two input, vis_obj and prop_obj, and three output, obj_mpl, obj_prop and obj_limit) independently and then recurses (through the sequential composition), updating the input array on the way.

Assuming we have process definitions for all subsystems we can build the top level behaviour of ICS using parallel composition. As an illustration, the reading configuration shown in figure 2 can be modelled using the following top level composition of subsystems:

\[
\text{((vis}(...)) | [\text{vis_obj}] \ | \text{OBJ}(...))
\]

\[
| [\text{obj_prop.prop_obj}] \ | \text{PROP}(...) |
\]

\[
| [\text{obj_mpl.prop.mpl.mpl_prop}] \ | \text{MPL}(...)
\]

### 3 Incomplete Understanding of the Cognitive

To address the problem that cognitive behaviour is only partially explained, suitable levels of abstraction to describe cognitive models must be identified. We believe that the abstraction techniques provided by process calculi facilitate such a level of specification.

There is a spectrum of available modelling techniques, see figure 5, with the two extremes being programming based approaches, such as those typically used to implement cognitive models, e.g. the LISP programs underlying SOAR, and abstract uses of mathematical logic, e.g. temporal logic\(^5\). A weakness of the former approaches is that they are often too prescriptive, forcing a particular "mechanistic" interpretation on the cognitive model, leaving it unclear which aspect of the program's behaviour results from the cognitive model and which arises from implementation decisions. In formal terms programs only characterise a single implementation. In contrast, abstract logical techniques can characterise a set of possible implementations. Thus, enabling specification which is not prescriptive about implementation details. However, logical descriptions often express global properties across the entire system. Consequently, such approaches often fail to reflect the underlying component structure of the system being modelled. In addition, they typically fail to support execution of a specification, even in a simulated form.

Process calculi can be seen to sit between these two extremes, see figure 5. Firstly, the LOTOS specification we have given certainly reflects the component structure of the ICS model, e.g. we have a LOTOS process for each ICS subsystem. This makes the specification easier to understand and to maintain. Previous Modal Action Logic [DBMD95] based descriptions of ICS have not so directly reflected this component structure. Secondly, they enable simulated execution using tools such as LOLA and Smile [LOT88].

Thirdly, process calculi provide techniques for avoiding over-prescriptive description. In particular, they facilitate loose specification by allowing descriptions to contain non-determinism.

Non-determinism arises naturally in process calculi as a by-product of concurrency, since a process cannot look inside a concurrently evolving process, to know what it can do, it views its behaviour

\(^4\)Actually there are other data structures which it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss.

\(^5\)Note that here we do not mean logic programming approaches, rather we refer to pure abstract logic, which is in contrast to Prolog say, does not contain framing of data.
as non-deterministic. However in addition, non-determinism can be used to avoid prescriptive description of behaviour. Specifically, many possible behaviours can be included in the same specification, with the choice between them left unspecified.

Furthermore, non-determinism possesses very nice mathematical properties. For example,

Any property that holds over a specification \( S \) will also hold over any specification that is “more deterministic” than \( S \).

This means that any property we can prove about an abstract (i.e. non-deterministic) specification will also holds over any more concrete (i.e. more deterministic) specification.

As an illustration, we can define a hierarchy of interpretations of blending. For example, assume that \( \text{obj}_\text{prop} \) acts upon a blend of representations \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) (which have been placed in the OBJ input array from VIS and PROP), see figure 6. There are a number of possible ways of generating the new representation \( r \):

1. \( r \in \text{Rep} \), i.e. \( r \) is randomly chosen from the set of all representations;
2. \( r=r_1 \lor r=r_2 \), i.e. \( r \) is a random choice of \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \);
3. \( \text{cons}(r_1,r_2) \Rightarrow r=\text{comp}(r_1,r_2) \) and \( \neg \text{cons}(r_1,r_2) \Rightarrow r=\text{null} \) if \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are “consistent” then compose them together otherwise return null.

Thus, 1. is the most non-deterministic solution, as shown in figure 7. Note that although the extreme non-determinism inherent in 1. makes the solution cognitively strange, i.e. \( r \) has no relation to \( r_1 \) or \( r_2 \), this is still an analytically useful interpretation. Specifically, for analysis of many cognitive properties we will only be interested (or may only need to be interested) in the blending which occurs at certain subsystems and we can leave all other blending completely unspecified, i.e. we do not care what representation is selected.

4 Scalability

LOTOS enables construction of large system specifications in a compositional and hierarchical manner.

- Compositionality. The LOTOS parallel operator, \([\text{IG}]\), is compositionally powerful. New behaviour can be added incrementally without breaking the encapsulation of existing processes. Furthermore, the operator can either be used structurally (i.e. to add components found in the target system) or conjunctively (i.e. to add “global” constraints, in the style of logical conjunction). The latter possibility yields the so-called, constrained oriented style of specification which has been argued to be a major benefit of LOTOS.

- Hierarchical. Processes can themselves contain processes and thus, can contain concurrent behaviour. As a syntactic modelling illustration of this hierarchy of concurrency. We can describe the top level behaviour of a syntactic analysis as:
Interface(...) |[G]| ICS(...)

where the two constituent processes could be defined in the style shown in section 2, each of which contains concurrent behaviour, and G is the set of common actions between the interface and ICS, e.g. control of a mouse interactor either directly (or indirectly) via the `lim_hand` ICS transformation.

5 Interpretation of Results

Process calculi come with a powerful set of tools for analysing and interpreting specifications.

- **Compaction.** Firstly, the complexity of the complete specification of both the interface and the cognitive architecture can, in some way, be hidden using the LOTOS hiding operator. This allows a set of actions to be hidden from the environment. Thus, if the set of actions that are relevant to a particular analysis can be identified, all other actions can be hidden. For example, if we are interested to observe/analyse the behaviour of ICS only at its sensory and effector ports, we can do this by hiding all other actions, i.e.,

  hide G in ICS(...)

Furthermore, state spaces containing internal behaviour, can be reduced by applying equivalences, such as weak bisimulation and testing equivalence [Hoa85, Mil89]. These equivalences relate specifications that are in some appropriate sense, indistinguishable to an external observer. Importantly, observably indistinguishable specifications may have very different internal behaviour, the level of internal complexity of which can vary dramatically.

- **Analysis.** A number of the available process calculi analysis techniques can be employed in the context of syndetic modelling. We list three techniques.

  1. **Simulated Execution.** Tools such as LOLA and Smile [LOT88] enable specifications to be executed in a simulation environment. The approach is that the specification is run, with the user of the tool interactively resolving choices and non-determinism (automated resolution of such branches is also possible). Simulated execution can be combined with internal action compaction by just observing the behaviour of the specification at certain interaction points.

  2. **Verification.** Tools can be used, such as testing and model checking, to automatically determine whether the syndetic specification satisfies certain properties. With testing, the property is coded as a test process and then the specification is analysed to see if it will pass or fail the test. With model checking the property is coded in temporal logic and then the model checker automatically analyses whether the syndetic specification satisfies the property.

  3. **Logical Deduction.** Although powerful, simulated execution and verification techniques can not be applied in all situations. For example, when properties about infinite state space systems are considered, deductive reasoning is typically required. This can either be performed in the process calculus using axiomatizations of such calculi or in an associated logic.

6 Complete Architecture

[Bow98] describes a specification and then analysis of ICS in the context of a number of cognitive properties. Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of this paper to fully describe this body of work, however we summarise it here.

- **LOTOS Specification.** Using the principles highlighted in the previous sections of this paper, a LOTOS specification of ICS is given. Semantically, LOTOS specifications can be interpreted as a set of state sequences, called intervals. States in these intervals contain a distinguished variable which indicates the action that occurs at the state. Thus, new states are entered when actions are executed. We let Ω(π) denote the intervals of P.

- **Goal Formulation Logic.** We introduce an interval temporal logic which can be used to formulate cognitive properties of ICS. This is based upon the logic Mesit which was described in [BCKT97]. This logic is interpreted over the intervals described in the last bullet point. Thus, giving us a semantic link between LOTOS and interval temporal logic.

- **Case Study.** We analyse the capabilities of ICS to perform certain multi-modal tasks. These tasks have arisen from assessment of the MATIC system and have also been considered...
in [Bow98] and in [DBMD95]. For example, a typical negative property that we analyse is:

\[
(\forall x_1 \neq x_2) \\
ICS \models \neg \Phi(speak(x_1) \land \Phi located(x_2))
\]

where, ICS is the LOTOS specification of ICS; 
\(S \models \phi\) states that the specification \(S\) satisfies the formula \(\phi\); \(x_i\) are representations and \(\Phi \psi\) holds over an interval which contains a subinterval where \(\psi\) holds. Informally, this property states that it is not possible to speak one representation and locate (i.e., point at with, say a mouse) a different representation at the "same" time.

A typical positive property would be:

\[
(\forall \sigma) (\exists \sigma \in \Omega(ICS)) \\
\sigma \models \Phi(speak(x) \land \Phi located(x))
\]

which, informally, states that it is possible to speak and locate the same representation at the "same" time.

- **Analysis.** Simulation and deductive reasoning are used to perform this analysis. Specifically, we verify properties of the form of the above negative property using deductive reasoning in the interval temporal logic. This reasoning uses an axiomatization of the logic. In contrast, positive properties are verified constructively using the simulation tool LOLA. Thus, a fulfilling trace is interactively constructed through simulated execution of the specification.

7 Conclusions

We have motivated the use of LOTOS in syntetic modelling. LOTOS has been used in modelling the human-computer interface before. However, our use of the notation for modelling cognitive behaviour is new. In addition, we believe that LOTOS provides an interesting alternative to Modal Action Logic which has typically been used in syntetic modelling. Our main preference for LOTOS is that it believes it provides an appropriate level of abstraction for integrated interface and cognitive specification and analysis, since it sits between prescriptive (programmed) and very abstract (logical) modelling notations.

---

6 Actually, the use of different representations here is slightly subtle, to be more precise \(x_1\) and \(x_2\) denote representations with different psychological subjects.